Jeppesen Airport Qualification and Familiarization Service

Jeppesen Airport Qualification and Familiarization Service is a cost-effective option to keep pilots qualified for difficult and unfamiliar airports around the world via comprehensive airport information and full-color photos.

It’s as if they have been there before.

Photos, enroute graphics and descriptive text increase pilot situational awareness and support airline safety. Available as an addition to your tailored paper or digital route manuals, Jeppesen Airport Qualification and Familiarization Service charts provide the accessibility pilots need for continuous qualification, right at their fingertips.

With this service, you get:

- Full-color photos showing the airport and surrounding terrain, giving pilots excellent approach visualization
- Enroute graphics enhanced with color contours, key topography and visual checkpoints
- An overview photo, as well as a photo of each runway from the approach end
- Runway-specific information
- Airport operational procedures
- Details on prevailing weather patterns
- Information meeting Principal Operations Inspector (P.O.I.) requirements
- Descriptive overviews identifying significant terrain by distance and bearing
- Automatic updates as changes in airport and surrounding conditions occur
- In compliance with FAR 121.445

Jeppesen Airport Qualification and Familiarization Service is a cost-effective option compared to other qualification methods or jumpseat qualification time, and is available for more than 270 airports around the world.
Large, full color photos show the airport and surrounding terrain

A Jeppesen enroute graphic provides additional overview and situational awareness

Overview information and general weather remarks affecting flight operations at the portrayed airport

Runway specific pages devoted to each of the major runways

General airport information header adds to your knowledge of the airport

Runway specific narrative familiarizes you with each of the airport's key approaches and their unique features

Paper or digital

Jeppesen Airport Qualification and Familiarization Service is available as standard regional paper coverages or individually for inclusion into your paper or digital tailored Jeppesen chart coverage.